CmpE 203 – Software Engineering management

Assignment #3:

Check the due date schedule for this assignment

Major Tasks:

1. Sign up for a subject/topic with the Instructor

2. Use the AniPattern Template to document Three AntiPatterns of your assigned topic.

Anti-patterns Template / Language

The antipatterns are described using the following template / language:

- Name
  A succinct name to convey the essence of the antipattern

- Problem / Bad solution
  The commonly occurring mistake or bad solution that relates to the antipattern

- Symptoms
  The indications or signs of the problem

- Consequences
  The results of applying this antipattern

- Suggested solution(s)
  Refactored solution that solves the problem and ensures more benefits

- Benefits
  The benefits of refactored solution.

Check:

+ http://www.antipatterns.com/briefing/
Example: SOA AntiPatterns --

Deliverables:

Complete documentation of three of your assigned topic Anti-Patterns in the following report outline:

Short Title that include Anti-Patterns and your topic title
Your Name:
Your E-mail
Course and Section Numbers

Abstract
Introduction
Template – 1 – Anti-Pattern 1
Template – 2 – Anti-Pattern 2
Template – 3 – Anti-Pattern 3
Conclusions
References

Extra Points: 10 points for each antipattern class diagram.